KNOWING THE HOLY SPIRIT
Pastor Duane Sheriff

Key Scripture: 1 Corinthians 14:1-9


Take Away: Speaking in other tongues does not mean you are spiritual; however, it is a spiritual act.

There are many spiritual benefits to speaking with other tongues.

Let’s always seek to love and serve others – never disruptive or disorderly.

Start Talking: Find a Conversation Starter for Your Group.

Pastor Duane wanted to include so much in this message because he was reading from some of his favorite passages of scripture.

What is your favorite passage of scripture?

When did you get your first bible?

Do you know any good bible jokes?

Start Thinking: Ask a Thoughtful Question

What are some of the teachings that you have heard about the Holy Spirit that don’t seem to answer the question on speaking in tongues?

Do you have your own prayer language? If not is it something you long for?
Start Sharing: *Choose Questions that Create Openness*

Speaking in tongues is about “seeking love”. How does having a prayer language that is just between you and God help others?

Edification means to build up. Share an experience where God filled you up in prayer, preparing you to help and build someone else?

Start Praying: *Be bold and prayer with power.*

Father we need you. We need to be connected to you and be in unity with you. We want to expand our relationship and know the truth of your Word. Father stir up in us a desire for all the gifts that you have ordained for us. It is through these gifts that we can hold our authority and grow our relationship with you. This is our desire. Amen

Start Doing: *Walk It Out*

Write down three objections you have or have heard to praying in tongues. Seek God about these objections and journal how He unlocks them or edifies you to help others with these objections.

Share your testimony of how you received your prayer language to help others work through seeking out their own personal prayer language.